English Language Arts Theme Kits – Grade 6 to 8

Information and Library Services (February 2011)

GRADE 6

Call #: ELA6 428 BIO
Title: Biography grade 6. [kit].
Publisher: Regina, SK: - Regina Catholic Schools, - 2010.
Description: Various pieces.
Subject: English language - Study and teaching.
Curriculum: English Language Arts - Context: Communicative.
Note: Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by Grade 6 ELA teachers.
Contents:
Summary: This multi-genre inquiry unit supports the theme "Biography".
Audience: Grade 6.
Number of kits available for loan: 3

Call #: ELA6 428 STO
Title: Stories of our lives grade 6 / [kit] : Regina Catholic Schools.
Publisher: Regina, SK: - Regina Catholic Schools, - 2010.
Description: 81 books, 2 DVDs, 1 teacher's guide, 1 folder, 1 teacher support binder, 1 Bridge to Teribithia playaway, 1 battery charger, 2 rechargeable batteries.
Subject: English language - Study and teaching.
Subject: New November 2010.
Note: Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by Grade
6 ELA teachers.

**Contents:** Key theme titles: Literacy in action: Stories of our lives (30 copies) -- Literacy in action: Stories of our lives tg -- Literacy in action CD -- Bridge to Terabithia (10 copies) -- Bridge to Terabithia playaway -- Crash (10 copies) -- Tall tales (10 copies) -- Slob (10 copies) -- On my honor (5 copies) -- Support binder -- Nothing ever happens on 90th Street -- Nothing ever happens on 90th Street, teaching ideas. DVD titles: Think before you click -- Up. Read aloud titles: Dear Jo. Booktalk titles: Heartbeat -- Eggs -- Rules -- The mealworm diaries.

**Summary:** This **multi-genre thematic unit** supports the theme "stories of our lives".

**Audience:** Grade 6.

**Number of kits available for loan:** 3

---

**Call #:** ELA6 428 TAK

**Title:** *Taking flight grade 6* / [kit] : Regina Catholic Schools.

**Publisher:** [Regina, SK] : - [Regina Catholic Schools], - [2010]

**Description:** 77 books, 2 teacher guides, 1 teacher binder, 24 guided reading cards, 1 scramble squares puzzle, 2 DVD's.

**Subject:** English language - Study and teaching.

**Curriculum:** English Language Arts - unit: taking flight ; context: environmental & technological.

**Note:** Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by grade 6 ELA teachers.

**Contents:** Nelson Literacy: Flight (30 copies) - Flight teacher guide (1 copy) -- Read Aloud: The 10 coolest ways to fly (30 copies) -- The 10 coolest ways to fly teacher guide (1 copy) -- BookTalk: Boldprint, Wings (1 copy) -- Amelia and Eleanor go for a ride (1 copy) - Maximum ride (1 copy) -- Flygirl (1 copy) -- Wings (1 copy) -- The Wright brothers' glider (1 copy) -- Our plane is down (1 copy) -- Amelia Earhart: the legend of the lost aviator (1 copy) -- Airborn (1 copy) -- Skybreaker (1 copy) -- Airman (1 copy) -- Silverwing (1 copy) -- Getting air (1 copy) -- The flight of the silver turtle (1 copy) -- The amazing flight of Darius (1 copy) -- National Geographic first flight, pathfinder edition (1 copy) -- National Geographic first flight, pioneer edition (1 copy) -- Teacher binder (1 copy) -- Guided reading cards: One plane, supersized, to go, #29 (6 copies) -- Flying animals, #30 (6 copies) -- Kites, # 31 (6 copies) -- Flying for fun, #32 (6 copies) -- Scramble squares puzzle -- Project X flight (1 DVD) -- SciQ (1 DVD).

**Summary:** This **multi-genre inquiry unit** supports the theme "taking flight".

**Audience:** Grade 6.

**Number of kits available for loan:** 3

---

**Call #:** ELA6 428 TAL

**Title:** *Tales, heroes, deeds and wonders : grade 6* / [kit] : Regina Catholic Schools.

**Publisher:** Regina, SK : - Regina Catholic Schools, - 2009.

**Description:** 82 books, 2 DVDs, 1 BoldPrint teacher's guide, 1 teacher binder with CD, 4 audiobooks.

**Subject:** English language - Study and teaching.

**Curriculum:** English Language Arts - Tales, Heroes, Deeds and Wonders. Context: Imaginative and Literacy.

**Note:** Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by Grade 6 ELA teachers.

**Contents:** Key theme: BoldPrint: Fantasy (30 copies) -- BoldPrint teacher's guide: Fantasy -- Dragon rider (10 copies) -- The city of Ember (10 copies) -- Artemis Fowl (10 copies) -- The tale of Despereaux (10 copies) -- Daisy comes home -- Knuffle bunny. Read Aloud: The seven Chinese brothers -- I am Raven -- The three pigs -- The 10: greatest movies from books -- Puff the magic dragon. Book talk: A wrinkle in time -- The waterstone -- The prophecy of the stones -- The thief lord -- Inkheart. DVDs: The tale of Despereaux -- City of Ember. Teacher binder: Tales, heroes, deeds and wonders. Audiobooks:
The tale of Despereaux -- Dragon Rider -- Artemis Fowl -- The city of Ember.

**Summary:** This *multi-genre thematic unit* supports the theme "tales, heroes, deeds and wonders".

**Audience:** Grade 6.

**Number of kits available for loan:** 2

**GRADE 7**

**Call #:** ELA7 428 DOI

**Title:** *Doing our part for planet Earth grade 7* / [kit] : Regina Catholic Schools.

**Publisher:** Regina, SK : - Regina Catholic Schools, - 2010.

**Description:** 169 books, 2 teacher’s guide, 1 teacher binder, 1 Playaway, 3 DVDs, 1 AAA Charger, 2 AAA batteries.

**Subject:** English language - Study and teaching.

**Curriculum:** English Language Arts - Unit: Doing our part. Context: Environmental and technological.

**Note:** Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by Grade 7 ELA teachers.

**Contents:** Key theme: EcoZone student book (30 copies) -- EcoZone teacher's guide -- Action Magazine: EcoZone (30 copies) -- Action Magazine teacher's guide -- Generating wind power (30 copies) -- Harnessing power from the Sun (30 copies) -- Novels: Hoot (10 copies) -- Flush (10 copies) -- Scat (10 copies) -- DVD: Lorax -- Environmental Science for Students: Sustainability in the 21st Century -- Environmental science for students: Green Energy -- Read Aloud: One Well -- Water on Earth -- Just a dream -- Wangri's trees of Peace -- The people who hugged trees -- Brother Eagle, Sister sky -- A river ran wild -- Where the forest meets the sea -- The tale of three trees -- The Lorax -- And still the turtle watched -- The Elders are watching -- Ice Bears -- The curious garden -- Book Talk: Sniper -- The Crystal drop -- Dead water zone -- Understanding Natural Resources -- Using Natural resources -- Earth's Resources -- Playaway: Hoot -- Teacher's Binder: "Doing our Part for Planet Earth" -- AAA Battery Charger -- 2 AAA batteries.

**Summary:** This *multi-genre inquiry unit* supports the theme "Doing our part for planet Earth". This kit contains 5 parts.

**Audience:** Grade 7.

**Number of kits available for loan:** 3

**Call #:** ELA7 428 FIN

**Title:** *Find your own path grade 7* / [kit] : Regina Catholic Schools.

**Publisher:** Regina, SK : - Regina Catholic Schools, - 2010.

**Description:** 90 books, 1 teacher guide, 1 DVD, 2 CDs, 1 laundry bag with items, 1 teacher support binder.

**Subject:** English language - Study and teaching.

**Curriculum:** English Language Arts - Find your own path multi-genre thematic unit. Context: imaginative & literary.

**Note:** Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by Grade 7 ELA teachers.

**Contents:** Key theme: Find your own path (30 copies) -- Find your path path teacher guide -- Dear George Clooney please marry my Mom (10 copies) -- Sketches (10 copies) -- United we stand (10 copies) -- Hatchet (10 copies) -- Trupp -- Shi-shi-etko -- As long as the river flows -- Tea with milk -- Mrs. Katz and Tush -- Crazy Horse's vision -- Who's that man (with CD) -- Sit in: How four friends stood up by sitting down -- The junkyard wonders -- Garmann's Street -- Before I die -- 1 art CD -- Hannah's story DVD -- 1 support binder -- 1 laundry bag with contents: flower lei, recorder, tennis ball, candle, Number the Stars by Lois Lowry, Tuck Everlasting by Natalie Babbitt, band-aids, toothbrush (4), necklace, jeweled hair pin, toque, ring, baby blanket, happy face memo pad, ribbon, scarf, picture in frame, envelope of
letters (4) and photo (1), photo album of pressed leaves. Read aloud: The little coat. Booktalk: Alexandria of Africa -- Rules -- Camp X -- We all fall down -- The pole -- Trapped in ice -- Shattered -- Eggs.

Summary: This multi-genre thematic unit supports the theme "Find your own path".

Audience: Grade 7.

Number of kits available for loan: 3

Call #: ELA7 428 LIG
Title: **Lighten up, on the funny side grade 7** / [kit] : Regina Catholic Schools.
Publisher: [Regina, SK] : - [Regina Catholic Schools], - [2010]
Description: 103 books, 1 teaching plan, 1 support binder, 1 DVD, 1 playaway, 1 charger, 2 batteries.
Subject: English language - Study and teaching.
Subject: New December 2010
Curriculum: English Language Arts - unit: lighten up, on the funny side ; context: communicative.
Note: Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by grade 7 ELA teachers.
Contents: The 10 funniest people (30 copies) -- The 10 funniest people teaching plan (1 copy) -- Support binder (1 copy) -- The essential Calvin and Hobbes (1 copy) -- The far side gallery 2 (1 copy) -- The indispensable Calvin and Hobbes (1 copy) -- Shrek (1 DVD) -- I'll tell you I love you, but then I'd have to kill you (10 copies) -- Word nerd (10 copies) -- No more dead dogs (10 copies) -- This can't be happening (10 copies) -- Grant Wood (1 copy) - Little Red Riding Hood (3 copies) - Casey at the bat (1 copy) -- Humpty Dumpty was pushed (1 copy) -- How Angel Peterson got his name (1 copy) -- The Watsons go to Birmingham-1963 (1 copy) -- If kids ruled the school (1 copy) -- When the teacher isn't looking (1 copy) -- Beyond the far side (1 copy) -- The new kid on the block (1 copy) -- Harris and me (1 copy) -- Where the sidewalk ends (1 copy) -- The three little pigs (3 copies) -- Arrow to the sun (1 copy) -- Make 'em laugh (1 copy) -- Hansel and Gretel (3 copies) -- Jack and the beanstalk (3 copies) -- Cinderella (3 copies) -- I'm allergic to school! (1 copy) -- The aliens have landed (1 copy) -- I'd tell you I love you, but then I'd have to kill you (1 PLAYAWAY) -- Rechargeable batteries (2) -- Charger (1)
Summary: This multi-genre thematic unit supports the theme "lighten up, on the funny side".
Audience: Grade 7.

Number of kits available for loan: 2

Call #: ELA7 428 MYS
Title: **Mysteries, uncanny incidents, and unusual happenings grade 7** / [kit]. : Regina Catholic Schools.
Publisher: Regina, SK : - Regina Catholic Schools, - 2010.
Description: 81 books, 2 teacher's guide, 1 CD, 1 teacher binder, 24 magazines, 1 Portfolio, 1 DVD.
Subject: English language - Study and teaching.
Subject: New February 2010.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Note: Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum.
Contents: Key theme: Nelson Literacy student book 7b: Fears and Phobias/Mysteries (30 copies) -- Nelson Literacy teacher's guide: Mysteries -- Harris Burdick portfolio collection (14 posters) -- Enigma (CD): The Screen behind the mirror -- 24/7 Science behind the scenes forensics: -- Dusted and Busted! (2 copies) -- Have you seen this face? (2 copies) -- Guilty by a hair! (2 copies) -- Killer Wallpaper (2 copies) -- FL Case Report (2 copies) - DVD: All about Forensic Science -- Small Group Reading Materials: Boldprint: Mysterious places (6 copies) PowerZone magazine: Forensics (6 copies) -- Nelson Literacy magazines for independent and guided practice: Fact, fiction, or fun?/The skeptics' club/food myths/Bat Boy explained (6 copies) [Vol. 7 Iss. 9] -- Is it out there?/The lonely girl hoax/The Aztec twins/Now you know (6 copies) [Vol. 7 Iss. 10] --Reality or Hoax/?Unbelievable/Bones can tell tales/Reality or hoaxexplained (6 copies) [Vol. 7 Iss. 11] -- The lost city of the Incas/Out of this world/Now you know (6
Summary: This multi-genre thematic unit supports the theme "Mysteries, uncanny incidents, and unusual happenings". This kit contains 4 parts.

Audience: Grade 7.

Number of kits available for loan: 3

Call #: ELA7 428 PAR
Title: Participating and giving our personal best, Step Up: grade 7 / [kit].
Publisher: Regina Catholic Schools.
Description: 71 books, 2 teacher's guide, 1 teacher binder, 24 magazines.
Subject: English language - Study and teaching.
Subject: New July 2009.
Curriculum: English Language Arts - Unit: Participating and giving our personal best. Context: Personal and philosophical.
Note: Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by grade 7 English Language Arts teachers.
Contents: Key theme: Nelson Literacy student book 7a: Step Up/Tech Effects (30 copies) -- Nelson Literacy teacher's guide: Step Up -- The 10: Most Inspiring Canadians (30 copies) -- The 10 teacher's guide: Most Inspiring Canadians -- Nelson Literacy magazines for independent and guided practice: How can I leave my mark?/Sprinting for the line/ Messages from Planet Earth (6 copies) [Vol. 7 Iss.1] -- Those who hunger/Emergency Room/When disaster strikes/Skate 4 Cancer (6 copies) [Vol. 7 Iss. 2] -- And 2morrow/Remember me/Marathon of Hope (6 copies) [Vol. 7 Iss. 3] -- A quiet hero/Making a difference/Believe in yourself (6 copies) [Vol. 7 Iss. 4] -- The Butterfly -- If the world were a village -- Deadline: from news to newspaper -- 3 assorted comic books -- Read Aloud: Iqbal -- Iqbal teacher resource guide -- Book talk: Number the stars -- Blubber -- Impossible things -- The Revealers -- Teacher binder: Participating and giving our personal best.
Summary: This multi-genre inquiry unit supports the theme "participating and giving our personal best".
Audience: Grade 7.
Number of kits available for loan: 3

Call #: ELA7 428 POR
Title: Playaway portable speaker: for use with Playaway. [kit].
Publisher: [Regina, SK] : - Findaway World, - [2009?]
Description: 1 portable speaker, 1 AC/DC adaptor, 1 guide.
Subject: English language - Study and teaching.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Note: Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked for the Language Art Kits and is to be used with the Playaways.
Contents: 1 portable speaker (item 9009) -- 1 AC/DC adaptor (model PS06B).
Summary: This portable speaker unit is to be used with the Playaways.
Audience: Grade 7, 8.
Number available for loan: 1
Call #: ELA7 428 SUR
Title: **Surviving natural disasters grade 7** / [kit] : Regina Catholic Schools.
Publisher: Regina, SK : - Regina Catholic Schools, - 2009.
Description: 211 books, 3 teacher's guides, 1 DVD, 1 playaway, 1 battery charger, 2 rechargeable batteries, 1 teacher support binder.
Subject: English language - Study and teaching.
Subject: New June 2010.
Curriculum: English Language Arts - Surviving natural disasters, multigenre thematic unit. Context: Environmental and Technological
Note: Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by Grade 7 ELA teachers.
Summary: This multi-genre thematic unit supports the theme "Surviving natural disasters".
Audience: Grade 7.
Number of kits available for loan: 3

Call #: ELA7 428 VOI
Title: **Voices through the ages - reconstructing past lives grade 7** / [kit]. : Regina Catholic Schools.
Publisher: Regina, SK : - Regina Catholic Schools, - 2010.
Description: 101 books, 3 teacher's guides, 1 DVD, 1 teacher binder, 15 sites, 1 spare parts bag.
Subject: English language - Study and teaching.
Subject: New February 2010.
Curriculum: English Language Arts - Unit: Voices through the ages - reconstructing past lives. Context: Social, Cultural and Historical.
Note: Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by Grade 7 ELA teachers.
Contents: Key theme: Boldprint Ancient Worlds (30 copies) -- Boldprint Ancient Worlds teacher's guide -- Rebel Leader (6 copies) -- Rebel Leader teacher's guide -- In a class of her own (6 copies) -- In a class of her own teacher's guide -- What do I remember of the evacuation (6 copies) -- Black Death (6 copies) -- Ancient China (6 copies) -- Ancient Greece (6 copies) -- Egypt long ago (6 copies) -- Life in Ancient Africa (4 copies) -- Life in Ancient China (4 copies) -- Life in Ancient Egypt (4 copies) -- Life in Ancient Greece (4 copies) -- Life in Ancient Rome (4 copies) -- Life in the Ancient Indus River Valley (4 copies) -- Life in Ancient Mesopotamia (4 copies) -- DVD: Ruby Bridges -- Read Aloud: A company of fools -- Gravesavers -- Book talk: The 10 Most Wondrous ancient sites -- Run, Boy, Run -- The Watsons go to Birmingham 1963 -- Hana's Suitcase -- War of the Eagles -- Teacher binder: Voices through the ages - reconstructing past lives -- Burial Materials: 15 sites and 1 spare parts bag -- Actions and Reactions textbook.
Summary: This multi-genre thematic unit supports the theme "Voices through the ages - reconstructing past lives". This kit contains 3 parts.
Audience: Grade 7.
Number of kits available for loan: 2
GRADE 8

Call #: ELA8 428 BEC
Title: Becoming myself grade 8 / [kit] : Regina Catholic Schools.
Publisher: [Regina, SK] : - [Regina Catholic Schools], - [2009]
Description: 89 books, 2 teacher guides, 1 DVD in binder with guide, 5 student prop bags, 1 teacher prop box.
Subject: English language - Study and teaching.
Subject: New July 2009.
Curriculum: English Language Arts - unit: becoming myself ; context: personal and philosophical.
Note: Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by grade 8 ELA teachers.
Contents: BoldPrint: Sticks & stones (30 copies) -- Teacher's guide: Sticks & stones (1 copy) -- Lit Circle Books: Stargirl (10 copies) -- Schooled (10 copies) -- Bifocal (10 copies) -- Shug (10 copies) -- Define 'normal' (10 copies) -- DVD: Teen truth: an inside look at bullying and violence -- Read Aloud: Egghead -- BookTalk: A is for angst -- The amazing life of birds -- Spells & sleeping bags -- Frogs & French kisses -- Flipped -- Mean chicks, cliques, and dirty tricks: a real girl's guide to getting through the day with smarts and style -- Bras & broomsticks -- The lottery -- Prop bags: Bag 1 contains; 1 compact mirror, 1 black lipstick, 1 black nail polish, 1 set silver fingernails, 1 keep out sign, 1 pair fish net pantyhose, 2 packages of tattoos, 1 black and pink wig -- Bag 2 contains; 1 bandana, 1 Congo drum, 1 incense stick holder, 1 package scented incense sticks, 1 pair sunglasses, 1 chap stick, 1 flower pen, 1 yellow smiley squeeze ball, 1 paint set, 1 artist canvas -- Bag 3 contains; 1 fingerless glove (elbow or wrist support), 1 pair sunglasses, 1 body spray/deodorant, 1 ice analgestic gel, 1 rubber iPod on wrist strap, 1 stop watch, 1 magazine, 1 IQ brainteasers puzzle book, 3 music CD cases (without the CDs), 1 pocket calculator, 1 Buddha, 1 cross, 1 black fabric square, 1 cloth wisdom embroidered piece -- Bag 5 contains; 1 piggybank, 1 package birthday candles, 1 stencil & stamp combo, 1 shiny pompom, 1 happy birthday foam letters, 1 live love laugh foam letters, 1 birthday card, 1 good luck card, 1 feel better soon card, 1 reusable birthday gift bags, 1 tiara, 1 tambourine - Teacher's prop; 1 sheriff's badge, 1 pair sunglasses.
Summary: This multi-genre thematic unit supports the theme "becoming myself".
Audience: Grade 8.
Number of kits available for loan: 2

Call #: ELA8 428 BUI
Title: Building a better world / global citizens grade 8 / [kit] : Regina Catholic Schools.
Publisher: [Regina, SK] : - [Regina Catholic Schools], - [2009]
Description: 71 books, 2 teacher guides, 1 DVD, 1 teacher binder (with additional DVD), 24 magazines.
Subject: English language - Study and teaching.
Subject: New October 2009.
Curriculum: English Language Arts - unit: building a better world / global citizens ; context: social, cultural & historical.
Note: Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by grade 8 ELA teachers.
Contents: Titles: Peace One Day (1 copy) - Martin's Big Words: The Life of Dr. Martin Luther Kind Jr. (1 copy) -- Nelson Literacy 8: Global Citizens (30 copies) -- Teacher's guide: Global Citizens (1 copy) - The 10: The 10 Most Influential Speeches in the World (30 copies) - Teacher's guide: The 10 most Influential Speeches in the World (1 copy) -- Nelson Literacy magazines for independent and guided practice: Gone Global / Andrew Holleman on a Mission / Steps to Success / First, clean up Your Backyard (6 copies) [Vol. 8 Iss. 1] -- Fair Trade: What Is It? / Global Groceries / Turn Off Your Lights for Earth Hour / Everything Is Connected (6 copies) [Vol. 8 Iss. 2] -- Your Voice Can Count / Live Aid / Something Fishy / See The Need, Be The Change (6 copies) [Vol. 8 Iss. 3] -- The Heat Is On / Shalom-Salam / Buy Nothing

**Summary:** This multi-genre inquiry unit supports the theme "building a better world / global citizens."

**Audience:** Grade 8.

**Number of kits available for loan:** 3

---

**Call #:** ELA8 428 ME

**Title:** Me! healthy body, healthy mind grade 8 / [kit] : Regina Catholic Schools.

**Publisher:** Regina, SK : - Regina Catholic Schools, - [2010]

**Description:** 40 books, 1 teacher guide, 1 teacher binder, 3 DVDs in 3 binders with 3 guides, 1 DVD, 1 mystery box.

**Subject:** English language - Study and teaching.

**Date:** New January 2010

**Curriculum:** English Language Arts - unit: me! healthy body, healthy mind ; context: personal and philosophical.

**Note:** Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by grade 8 ELA teachers.

**Contents:** BoldPrint: Me! healthy body, healthy mind (30 copies) -- Teacher's guide: Me! healthy body, healthy mind (1 copy) - DVDs with binders & guides: Teen truth: an inside look at drugs and alcohol abuse (1 copy) -- Coping with the body image blues (1 copy) -- Teen truth: an inside look at body image (1 copy) -- DVD: The zit (1 copy) -- 1 mystery box - Read aloud: Tweaked (1 copy) - BookTalk: Blubber (1 copy) -- The skin (1 copy) -- Tears of a tiger (1 copy) -- Looks (1 copy) -- The amazing life of birds (1 copy) -- Crackback (1 copy) -- Models don't eat chocolate cookies (1 copy) -- Deep down popular (1 copy) -- Macaroni Monday (1 copy). The mystery box is a box inside a box inside a box.

**Summary:** This multi-genre thematic unit supports the theme "healthy body, healthy mind".

**Audience:** Grade 8.

**Number of kits available for loan:** 2

---

**Call #:** ELA8 428 OTH

**Title:** Other skies grade 8 / [kit]. : Regina Catholic Schools.

**Publisher:** Regina, SK : - Regina Catholic Schools, - 2010.

**Description:** 131 books, 4 DVDs, 1 teacher guide, 4 playaways, 1 battery charger, 4 AAA rechargeable batteries.

**Subject:** English language - Study and teaching.

**Date:** New July 2010.

**Curriculum:** English Language Arts - Unit Other Skies. Context: Imaginative and literary.

**Note:** Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by Grade 8 ELA teachers.

**Contents:** Among the hidden (10 copies) -- The Hunger games (10 copies) -- Other Skies teacher support binder -- Holy Rosary Cathedr al tour DVD inside teacher support binder -- Every human has rights -- Harvesting hope -- I could do that! -- Peace one day -- Shin-chi's Canoe -- Shi-shi-etko -- Secret of the dance -- This is the dream -- The Yellow star -- The wall -- Government go facts global community Scholastic (30 copies) -- Government in Action (4 copies) -- Rebel leader -- Democracy governing the world (6 copies) -- Feudalism governing the world (6 copies) -- Monarchy governing the world (6 copies) -- Socialism and communism governing the world (6 copies) -- Among the hidden playaway -- The Giver book (10 copies) -- The Giver playaway -- The hunger games playaway - Uglies book (10 copies) -- Uglies playaway -- Battery charger - AAA Rechargeable batteries (4) -- Avatar DVD -- Baseball saved us - Cheyenne again -- Faces of Government - Peaceful protest -- The Story of Ruby Bridges -- Terrible things -- Among the barons -- Among the betrayed -- Among the free -- Among the imposters -- The
Call #: ELA8 428 TIM
Title: Timeless narratives of Greek peoples grade 8 / [kit] : Regina Catholic Schools.
Publisher: [Regina, SK] : - [Regina Catholic Schools], - [2010]
Description: 71 books, 1 DVD in teacher binder, 10 DVD's, 3 pieces material, 4 ivy stems.
Subject: English language - Study and teaching.
Subject: New July 2010
 Curriculum: English Language Arts - unit: timeless narratives of Greek peoples ; context: imaginative & literary.
Note: Supports the 2008 English Language Arts curriculum. This kit can only be booked by grade 8 ELA teachers.
Contents: The Ancient Greeks (1 copy) -- D'aulaire's Book of Greek Myths (1 copy) - Humongous -- Book of Cartooning (1 copy) -- In Graphic Detail (1 copy) -- The McElderry Book of Greek Myths (1 copy) -- The Mighty 12 (3 copies) -- Mythological Creatures (6 copies) -- Myths and Legends (boldprint, 6 copies) -- Teacher binder with DVD (1 copy each) -- The Roman News (1 copy) -- The Battle of the Labyrinth (1 copy) -- Constellation Myths (1 DVD) -- Defying the Gods (1 DVD) -- Demeter & Persephone Spring Held Hostage (graphic universe, 1 copy) -- The Gods of Olympus (1 DVD) -- Jason & the Golden Fleece (1 DVD) -- Jason Quest for the Golden Fleece (graphic universe, 1 copy) -- The Journeys of Odysseus (1 DVD) -- The Labors of Heracles (1 DVD) -- Large ivy stems (2 stems) -- The Lightning Thief (1 copy) -- Nature Myths (1 DVD) -- Odysseus and the Cyclops (graphic Greek myths and legends, 6 copies) -- Pandora's Box (graphic Greek myths and legends, 6 copies) -- Perseus & Medusa(1 DVD) -- Perseus and Mesusa (graphic Greek myths and legends, 6 copies) -- Perseus the Hunt for Medusa's Head (graphic universe, 6 copies) -- Psyche & Eros the Lady and the Monster (graphic universe, 1 copy) -- Purple cloth material (1 piece) -- Red cloth material (1 piece) -- The Sea of Monsters (1 copy) -- Small ivy stems (2 stems) -- Theseus & the Minotaur (1 DVD) -- -- Thesuus and the Minotaur (graphic Greek myths and legends, 6 copies) -- The Titan's Curse (1 copy) -- The Trojan Horse (graphic Greek myths and legends, 6 copies) -- The Trojan War (1 DVD) -- The Twelve Labors of Hercules (graphic Greek myths and legends, 6 copies) -- White cloth material (1 piece)
Summary: This multi-genre thematic unit supports the theme "timeless narratives of Greek peoples". 
Audience: Grade 8.
Number of kits available for loan: 2